
Supporting Healthcare Waste Efficiency



bringing a unique perspective



With nearly 20 years experience delivering strategic waste programmes within
the healthcare sector, Catalyst Waste Solutions has the expertise needed to
help you face the growing challenges of managing healthcare waste.  

Our independence and many years
experience working with both the NHS
and the private sector give us a unique

perspective and ability to act solely in the
interests of you, the waste producer. 

At Catalyst we don’t believe in ‘off-the-shelf’
and pride ourselves on finding the waste
management solution that will best serve your
organisation. We take the time to understand your
requirements, so we can focus our resources
where needed to ensure your ongoing
compliance, minimise environmental impacts
and maximise cost-saving opportunities.

Trusted Expertise

COMPLIANCE COST CHANGE

Pre-acceptance
audits

DGSA compliance

Spend review &
benchmarking

Segregation programmes

Employee engagement
programmes

E-learning solutions
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Select appropriate treatment

Segregate

Recovery

Health promotion

Minimise interventions

Optimise & Reuse

Recycle

Disposal

A survey by the Sustainable Development Unit found that 92% of the

general public considered it important for the NHS to work in a more

sustainable way.   

It’s clear that patients and staff care about the
environment and how your organisation
manages waste reflects on your wider

performance. Our integrated and strategic
approach will help your staff to realise that the
efficient use of limited resources is a key part of
their commitment to patient care.

An Integrated and Sustainable Approach 

We firmly believe that waste isn’t merely an
issue for the Estates and Facilities team and
that good waste management practice
starts way before the point of production.
Waste minimisation is key and recognising
the role that clinical choices play in the
volume of waste being produced is critical
to our holistic, integrated approach.
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With many years experience designing and implementing results-focused
waste management solutions, Catalyst are the independent, trusted voice
in healthcare waste. 

We offer complete end-to-end support
from specification and procurement,
through to implementation, auditing

and ongoing reporting.

Our aim at all times is to deliver class-leading
solutions that will help you to save money and
achieve best value from your waste services.

Our Services

Cost analysis

Build business case

Training Ongoing monitoring

Audit compliance

Procurement support

Stakeholder engagement Implementation support

Benchmarking



catalyst
for
compliance

Ensuring your legal compliance is

the foundation stone for any waste

management strategy. 
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our services

Our experts have spent many years
advising healthcare waste
producers and working

alongside stakeholders including the
Royal College of Nursing, Environment
Agency and Chartered Institution of
Wastes Management. Our experience
interpreting current legislation will help
you to navigate your way through these
complex legal requirements and ensure
that you can effectively demonstrate your
compliance to both regulators and your own
organisation.

Pre-acceptance audits

Waste policy review and development

Total Waste Management audits

Waste stream audit and analysis

On-site Duty of Care audits

DGSA compliance

help to navigate your way

Yellow
chemical/medicine 

contaminated
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cytotoxic/cytostatic

Blue
medicines

Red
anatomical

Orange
clinical 

infectious

Yellow/Black
offensive/

non infectious
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confidential 

waste & paper

Black
non recyclable

Clear
mixed 

recyclables



catalyst
for

cost
As an independent voice, we

are uniquely placed to help

you achieve best value in the

procurement process.
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our services

With increasing pressure on NHS
budgets and the need to find
cost-savings in all areas,

Catalyst understand how important it is to
maximise the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of your waste management
processes. Our experience working within
the NHS and our detailed knowledge of
the marketplace means that we can help
you to deliver genuine savings in the
shortest possible timeframe.

Spend review & benchmarking

Business case development

Procurement specification

Waste manager recruitment

Tender management & evaluation
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help to deliver genuine savings

NHS Trusts in 
 
spent nearly    2014/2015

waste disposal in 87million pounds on

The RCN estimate 
that a potential      

5.5 
million pounds per annum

 could be achieved if just 

20% 
of current infectious waste 
was reclassified as 

ENGLAND

SAVING OF

OFFENSIVE



catalyst
for
change

We believe that engaging your

employees is critical to the

success of your waste

management programme.
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Our experience has taught us that
engaging staff is key and that in
many instances, clinicians are

best placed to identify waste
minimisation opportunities. However,
achieving effective engagement is not
always easy and our commitment to
ongoing training and focused employee
communications will help ensure that
your waste management programme
delivers the promised environmental and
cost savings.

Tailored employee engagement
programmes

Bespoke segregation training & support

Classroom, blended
and e-learning solutions

Train-the-trainer courses

Ongoing communications for staff,
board and patients
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focused employee communications

**RCN (2014)The management of waste from health, social and personal care
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www.catalystwaste.co.uk
nigel@catalystwaste.co.uk
01457 879 438


